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Preface 
 

Despite Africa’s harsh reality, the continent has aspired greatly to the imagination of 
explorers, travelers and tourists. Heralded as the cradle of humankind, Africa boasts an intense 
and deeply rooted cultural history. Africa always seems to give far more to the visitor than they 
could ever do in return. To some, Africa has inspired to the extent that an urge has arisen to 
give something back.  

The Arts for Africa Foundation (AFORA) became official on the 17th of August 2015, 
with the signing of the statutes at the notary office and registry at the Dutch Chamber of 
Commerce. This business plan not only serves as a roadmap for development of the 
foundation in the coming years, but also provides a transparent overview of the organization, 
seeking to inform potential partners and all those who seek to get involved or better 
acquainted with our work.  

Together, our dedicated team shares more than 5 decades of experience within the 
confines of this inspiring continent. Some of us grew up and were educated in Africa. Others 
were involved in teacher training, conservation, environmental education and community 
development projects in Botswana, Swaziland and Kenya.  

We founded Arts for Africa out of the belief that we can create ‘a better Africa for 
people to live’, as long as we work together with the communities we support.  

 

Nijverdal, September 2015 

On behalf of the Arts for Africa Foundation, 

 

 

Erik Stronkhorst ׀ Sylvia Stronkhorst ׀ Anna Jorritsma 
Founder & Chairman Founder & Secretary  Founder & Treasurer 
 

 

Roberta Cardoso Santana de Melo ׀ Richard van der Velden 
Co-Founder     Co-Founder 
 
 

* Throughout his life and work in Africa, our founding father Robert Johan Stronkhorst has inspired us with his ideals for a 
better world and it is to him that we dedicate this foundation. 
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Introduction 
 
Challenges 
 
More than 50 years after the start of Africa’s independence, many countries have fallen prey 
to civil unrest, corruption, disease, drought and poverty. Bad leadership and plain geography 
have been raised as culprits, along with Western interference with the continents 
progress.  Nearly half the frontiers fixed during the Victorian scramble for Africa were straight 
lines, cutting through countless culture groups. Today, western farm subsidies and tariff barriers 
cripple African producers, outweighing foreign development aid which (although packed 
with the best intensions), doesn’t always correspond to local development needs. 
 
Even so, Africa receives over 50 million tourists annually. Most are drawn to Africa’s Game 
Reserves and remain within these protected areas for the better part of their trip.  With luck 
visitors will have time to enjoy a display of traditional dances and buy some curios before 
heading home. Other than this, contact with resident communities is generally minimal. 
National Parks are often considered more of a hindrance to communities than a benefit. Jobs 
within many parks are limited and conservation laws displace villages and livelihoods. Ironically, 
the long term sustainability of these protected areas depends on the support of local 
communities. 

 

Vision 
 
Conservation of natural resources is futile without the support of resident communities. In order 
to create conservation incentives, the focus should shift away from hard-line preservation and 
towards promoting sustainable livelihoods based on sustainable utilization of natural resources. 
The only way communities will support and actively partake in conservation of natural 
resources, is if they are allowed to benefit from them. This means fair access to raw materials, 
tourist markets and international trade. To the Arts for Africa Foundation, this is the essence of 
community empowerment in these regions.  
 
The Arts for Africa Foundation seeks to empower communities through the arts & crafts they 
produce.  
 
Many of the arts & crafts dependent communities we support live within or near Game 
reserves and conservancies and struggle to survive because they are marginalised and 
excluded from the wealth generated by these tourist attractions.  
 
Africa’s traditional art should not be seen as a mere cultural expression to be admired by the 
occasional tourist. We believe that the broad international appeal of African arts is key to 
empowering communities and promoting sustainable livelihoods. Their exquisite work deserves 
fair trade on local and international markets. 
 
Safari companies and lodges are heavyweights in the African tourism industry. Partnering with 
local communities in sustainable livelihood projects enables these key players to make a 
difference in the lives of many and secure community support for conservation of natural 
resources.      
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Mission and Goals 
 
Mission: With heart and mind set on a better Africa for people to live, AFORA works together 
with communities in achieving sustainable arts & crafts based livelihoods. 

When it comes to community 
development, we find working hand in 
hand with the people we support far 
more rewarding than handing out 
donations. Working together as 
opposed to simply ‘giving’ fosters a 
greater sense of ownership amongst 
host communities. We see community 
involvement as an essential 
component in tailoring our projects to 
the specific development needs of our 
partners across Africa. We focus on 
assisting our partners in creating 
sustainable arts & crafts based 
livelihoods through: 

• Building fair trade partnerships with arts & crafts dependent co-operatives 
and communities in sub-Saharan Africa. 

• Facilitating improved access to local tourist and international markets. 

• Stimulating sustainable use of the natural resources on which host 
communities and their products depend. 

• Assisting communities in their specific development needs and in preserving 
their cultural heritage. 

 

 

To AFORA, these goals serve as instruments that empower communities – so that 
they are treated as equal stakeholders who participate in conservation of the 
natural resources they depend on, and should be entitled to benefit from.  
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Why work with us 
 

Sustainable Development 
 
In contrast to traditional forms of development aid, we don’t simply give. We seek to build 
and nurture long lasting working relationships with our partners in Africa so that our 
efforts match their needs. We work together on goals that are understood and 
supported by our partner communities – as well as being compatible to our own. 
We believe that honesty and mutual dedication are essential ingredients to the 
success of our projects.  
 
Fair Trade 
 
AFORA focuses on facilitating transparent, fair trade of African arts & crafts. We engage in 
development aid in the form of a business relationship. This fosters a greater sense of 
equality amongst our partner communities. AFORA is a non-profit organisation, and 
financial gains are re-invested into development projects. Fair trade isn’t fair unless 
it is fair for all – this includes those who buy our products. Our mark-ups are modest 
and the stories behind the products are shared with those who choose to support 
our work. 
 
Ownership 
 
Our projects are jointly constructed with our partners in Africa. The success of these projects 
depends on the quality of the arts & crafts communities produce, and their commitment to 
delivering. These responsibilities foster a sense of pride and ownership amongst the 
communities we support. The idea that “Nothing works unless you work”, is a concept all our 
partners embrace.  
 
Financial liability 
 
AFORA maintains accurate and transparent financial records. Our financial statements are 
available to all. Our investments focus on conservation of natural resources, preservation of 
cultural heritage and sustainable livelihood projects.  
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Organisation 
 

Leadership 

Our leadership team is responsible for shaping the organizations mission, development 
priorities, partnerships, financial management and communication as well as spearheading 
fundraising activities. The leadership team constitutes the following members: 

• Erik Stronkhorst, Founder & Chairman 

• Sylvia Stronkhorst, Founder & Secretary 

• Anna Jorritsma, Founder & Treasurer 

Apart from supporting the leadership team, Co-founders Roberta Cardoso Santana de Melo 
and Richard can der Velden are mainly involved in public relations, administration & finance, 
website & media, and logistics. Neither the leadership team nor the supporting members 
receive financial contributions for their service to the foundation. 

 

Leadership 

Our team hosts at least four meetings annually, but more if deemed necessary by any 
member. Decisions are democratically made, and are in accordance with the vision, mission 
and development goals of the foundation as stipulated in this business plan. This facilitates 
progress analysis. Events, decisions, mandates and actions are recorded in minutes.  

ANBI 

AFORA intends to apply for the ANBI-status. This fiscal status awarded by the Netherlands Tax 
and Customs Administration enables AFORA to receive donations with tax reduction or 
exemption.  

CBF 

AFORA chooses to focus its financial resources on its projects and partner communities in 
Africa. Acquisition of the CBF label is still too costly for AFORA.  

Financial report 

Our cash flows are accurately and periodically (annually) published in a financial statement 
on our website.  
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Projects & Activities 2015 / 2016 
 

Start-up 
 
The AFORA, team continues to work on several fronts, from the organisations 
community development strategies and setting up new projects, to legal 
documentation and network expansion.  
 
Sale 
 
In the Netherlands, we shall be working intensively to persuade a wide range of 
businesses, ranging from hotels, lodges, warehouses and art galleries to local 
markets and the general public, to join hands with AFORA to promote, display and 
help sell a wide range of fantastic crafts made by the communities we support.  
 
The story behind the crafts 
 
Each and every item sold has a story to be told. We place particular emphasis on 
cultivating a transparent, open relationship with the crafters we work with. We 
seek to share their stories, hopes and dreams with the people who buy their 
products by means of cards and folders attached to craft items. This fosters a 
sense of involvement and awareness amongst buyers as to the impact their 
purchase has on the livelihoods of the crafters.  
 
Donations 
 
Although buying craft is a donation in itself, additional fundraising will enable 
AFORA to work towards its mission more effectively. Any donation in support of our 
cause is greatly appreciated.  
 
Inherent to AFORA, donations and funds raised through sales are FOR the 
communities we support in Africa. In order to assure maximum impact on 
livelihoods, funds are efficiently channelled and allocated via trusted partner 
NGO’s within the scope of our projects. The impact of these donations wil l be 
monitored and communicated.  

 

Future projects 

Coming projects are under development for 2015/2016. AFORA will only engage in community 
projects that are consistent with our vision and mission.  
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Current Projects  

Shorobe Baskets – Ngamiland, Botswana 
 
AFORA, in conjunction with 
Travel for Impact, has initiated 
a project in partnership with 
the Shorobe Basket Co-
operative in Ngamiland, 
Botswana. The project aims to 
have a positive and 
empowering impact on the 
livelihoods of crafters by 
combining hard work, exquisite 
artistry and skilled hands with 
the power of commerce on 
international and local tourist 
based markets. These 
communities deserve fair trade. At the same time, we work at stimulating sustainable harvest 
of natural resources used for the production of the Shorobe Baskets. TRAVEL FOR IMPACT is a 
powerful, unique and dynamic Social movement which partners with key players in the tourism 
industry in an effort to change the lives of many through a simple yet effective method of 
giving back to local communities. Their vision of using the power of commerce to impact lives 
coalesces with ours. 
 
BOTSWANA is a relatively stable country and thus provides a favourable context for this project. 
According to the UNDP (United Nations Development Program) and SADC (Southern African 
Development cooperation), Botswana has made significant gains since independence but still 
faces a number of daunting challenges. Economic growth has not yet had the desired impact 
on poverty levels, and an estimated 30 percent of the population lives below the poverty line. 
An impressive 40% of the country’s land area is designated as protected.  In line 
with AFORA’s vision on sustainable development, Botswana’s Community Based 
Natural Resource Management (CBNRM) Policy of 2007 places emphasis on the 
participation of communities in the conservation and management of 
environmental resources. Botswana’s vision and Millenium development Goals 
for 2016  are not only aimed at promoting community support and incentive for 
conservation but also to facilitate benefit acquisition and sharing as natural 
resources play a key role in the l ivelihoods of households and communities in rural 
Botswana. By building fair trade partnerships with arts and crafts dependent 
communities in Botswana, AFORA works towards achieving these goals. 
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Communication 
 

Openness is essential, not only when new projects and successes are involved, but also 
regarding challenges and setbacks.  
 
At minimal costs, AFORA endeavours to inform its supporters clearly and transparently as to the 
details of its activities, craft products and the people who make them. AFORA will develop 
folders and information banners to serve this purpose.  
 
Website 
 
Our website (www.artsforafrica.nl) was launched in August 2015, serving to communicate our 
vision, mission and activities to those who seek to get further acquainted with our organisation. 
The AFORA website is under continuous development and will evolve as new projects emerge 
in different regions. The website will be available in three languages: English, Dutch and 
Portuguese.  
Our banking details will be made available on our website, so that donations can also be 
made via online deposits.  
 
 

http://www.artsforafrica.nl/�
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Finance 
 

AFORA seeks to fund its work through sale of crafts, donations and development subsidies. 
 

Costs 

Costs incurred during the initial start-up phase in 2015/2016 include registry at the chamber of 
commerce and other legal documentation. 
 
Further costs include an initial investment in support of the Shorobe Basket Co-operative in 
Ngamiland, Botswana. Costs include the purchase of hand-made baskets, transport, VAT, 
customs handling and clearance, amongst other taxes. 
 
Monthly costs include product divulgation, web-hosting, PR and other administrative costs. 
 

Financial policy 

AFORA focuses its financial assets on facilitating fair commerce so that the 
communities it supports become increasingly self-sufficient, as opposed to 
depending on donations to further their development. Donations are intended as 
supplementary incentives to facilitate successful projects.  

Our financial statements are made public via our website on a yearly basis before the 1st of 
April.  
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Future 
 

We look at Africa’s future through positive eyes. AFORA believes that using the power of 
commerce, we can create a ‘better Africa for People to live’, as long as we work together 
with the communities we support. 
 
Future partners 
 
We hope that our mission and work in Botswana has a ripple effect, resulting in many new 
partnerships and in projects across other regions. 
The Netherlands is AFORA’s prime consumer market. We are currently exploring opportunities 
to expanding our consumer market to Brazil. Brazil has a growing middle class consumer group, 
and Brazil’s historic  connection with Africa has cultivated a broad  appeal for African arts & 
crafts amongst many Brazilians. 
 
Other activities 
 
In order to assist our partner communities in constructing and maintaining sustainable business 
relationships with international and local clients, additional support may be needed: 
 
-  Structural support such as development of craft centres, stalls and markets 
-  Operational support for transport, sustainable harvesting, workshops and equipment 
-  Capacity building and skill development 
 
Donations 
 
Donations are meant as supplementary incentives that facilitate successful projects. In 2015 
and 2016, fundraising strategies will be explored. AFORA hopes to get a wide range of 
businesses on board, from hotels, zoos, education and research institutes, to any other 
company or individual seeking to support our work towards ‘creating a better Africa for 
people to live’.  
 
As stated in our financial policy, AFORA focuses its financial assets on facilitating 
fair commerce so that the communities it supports become increasingly self-
sufficient, as opposed to solely depending on donations to further their 
development. 
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Foundation details 
 

The Arts for Africa Foundation (AFORA) is based in Nijverdal, the Netherlands.  

Contact:  Majoraan 16 

  7443 JB Nijverdal 

  Tel: +31 (0) 548 546558 

  E-mail: info@artsforafrica.nl 

  Website: www.artsforafrica.nl  

Banking details:   

Bank: SNS Bank  

International Bank Account no. (IBAN): NL87 SNSB 0925 2321 22  

SWIFT Code: 

 

Chamber of Commerce: 63937611 

Fiscal code: 8554.60.209 

 

 

 

Colophon 

Business Plan - Arts for Africa Foundation 2015 – 2016  

Officially agreed upon by all members during a meeting on 19 September 2015  

Text:     AFORA team 

Photo’s: Travel for Impact & Kalahari Images 

Logo & webdesign:   Roberta Cardoso Santana de Melo  

mailto:info@artsforafrica.nl�
http://www.artsforafrica.nl/�
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